In this paper we p q w s e ii video-ohject based codiig scheme using dynamic coding. The principle of dynaniic coding is lo set on conqrtition differcrcnt codws on eacli video ohject. Thus. we are proposing a video-object based dyniiniic coding scheme using four completely different coders. 'The liovelty or our work firstly comprise a glohal r;itc-distorlion optimization en:ihlinb an optimal selection of a coder and ils parameten Tor eacli object, and secondly the definition o f a distorlion mclric. Our work is thus confimis that dynamic coding is efficient. I1 shows that a video objecl based coding approach is compclitive. It i m p v e s object based video coders such as MPEG4 and it gives interesting comparison results between different slate-of-the~art coders.
INTRODUCTION
Recently. H264IAVC [l] has shown an impressive improvement in video coding efficiency. As a consequence. nimy allenlalive approaches are now outdated because they are no more enough efficient (for example. region-based approaches are no more conipetitive). What about objecl-based video coding? It is clear that object-based video coding may have an interest for functionalities such as bit-rate repartition, video editing, and potentially for better molion eslimation. but is it as efficient as lhe H264lAVC coder in terms of compression performances? This paper shows that object video coding is still competitive if il is used in the context of a dynamic coding approach. It also allows improvement of video object coding approaches such as M-PEG4 121. One starts wilh this observation: the best video object coder is not always the same on each object and the coding pcrformances depend on video objects properties (motion, lexlures, statistics etc). During the MPEG4 normalization process in 1995, dynamic coding was proposed It is based on the selection of the best coding technique among a set of candidates [3] , [4] .
Our goal is Uten lo propose a dynamic coding scheme for an ohject based video coding approach. To reach lhis objective, we put in competition state ofthe art coders which have different ways of represenling &la and whose performances depend on lhe objects' characteristics. Seclion 2 presents these coders.
We should notice that some questions occur when different coders are used together. Which common distortion metric is used? How are bit-rates and coders attributed to objects given a global constraint (quality constraint or bit-rate constraint)? Section 3 considers those rate-distortion aspecls.
Section 4 gives some results, and a conclusion is provided in Section 5. Fig. 1 . Video-objecl based dynamic coding scheme (2 objects).
2. COUWG SCHEME Our object-based dynamic coding scheme assumes lhat object's masks are known for a given sequence.
The general scheme of the proposed method is illustrated in Figure 1 . Texture and motion information of each object is encoded at different bit-rates wilh different coders. Then, thanks to h e rate-distortion response curves, a rate-distortion optimization (see Section 3) assigns a bit-rate and a coder for each object given a global constraint (in terms of quality or bit-rate). Note lhat shape infomiation is coded separately through a lossy shape coding method [5] .
The next sub-sections present the different coders used in our video-object based dynamic scheme.
3 0 model-based coder
The 30 model-based coder (m3dcoder) 161 i s based on an analysissynthesis scheme. During lhe analysis step, a rigid 3D model and camera positions are computed on each GOP'. The synthesis step uses lhe 3D model, the camera positions and a unique image (called the referrnce frdme) to rebuild a GOP.
In the coding part, ddcoder codes for each GOP one 3D model, camera positions and one reference frame. For that purpose, 3D models are represented as a uniform mesh whose vertices are quantized and lhen encoded wilh JPEG2000 [7] . Camera positions are differentially coded. The reference frames are coded using JPEGZOOO (Intra coding for the first GOP and Inter coding for the other GOP). The coding process is achieved with ii mle conslminl that imposes a hit-rale constraint per COP.
Sprile codcr
Thc sprile coding approach is a very common approach already proposed in MPEG4 [2] . which has shown its relevance in a recent Object-Based Analysis-Synthesis Coder (OBASC) [XI. The objective is 10 huild a unique picture sumniarizins textures appearance (typically for background objects). For that pbrpose. a parametric motion should he computed.
We propose to use the niotion eslinmlor based on mesh esliniation a i d lo huild a sprile similarly to [9] . Once the sprite is buill, a lexture padding is applied and this piclure is encoded usina JPEG2000 171. Mulion is simplified inlo an affine motion model lhanks to robust pnranuler erlin~alion. The six parmieters sre then dillerentially encoded from frame to f r m e .
. 3 . 21)+1 wuvclct coder
The 2D+t wavelet coder (ivai'elr~13d) is used in its ohjecl mode as explained in [ 101. It is :I scalahle coder and its particularily is 10 perform scalabilily independenlly on each of the three infornialions : texture. molion and shape. Ihnnks lo an mnlysis-synlhcsis approach.
The principle of this coder is to project it group of fmnies OIIto one or several rcference frames, in order to de-correlale lexlures and motion. and then lo perfomi a spatio-temporal wiivelet dewniposilion.
For each COP. a 5/3 lifting filler is applied along the time axis. In a similar way. motion is temporally and spatially transformed. Temporal decorrelation uses a 9fl Daubechies filler and spatial decorrelation performs a pyraniidal decomposition taking into account the mesh structure. Sub-bands are then encoded with a bit-plane arilhnietic coder.
H264AVC objcct based coder
The H264lAVC coder [ I] To reach better coding efficiency, we have chosen H264lAVC
to encode objects instead of MPEG4. This however requires a modification of the H264IAVC coder to adapl it to video object based coding. To that extent, we only encode the useful macroblocks covering the video object. Notice that texture padding is processed on each VOP' before macroblock coding. With that modification the decoding step is then shape independent. Indeed, we do not need shape information at the decoding process (the only additional information is the -coded or non-coded -state information for each macroblock).
RATE-DISTORTION OPTIMIZATION
Now that the four shape independent coders have been presented, we consider the choice of a common distortion metric and the rate-'VOP: Video Object Plane. distortion optimizalion step used to perform object-based selection of the best coden.
Distortion metric
This sub-section deals with the dehition of a distortion metric. This is an iniportant issue when dynamic coding scheme is involved. Indeed we arc putting inlo competition coders that arc producing very different kin& of artifacts or distortion. Then, it is necessary to specify a fair metric bcfore making aiy comparison.
The definition of distortion mctrics is something that has k e n largely studied. For example the VQEG group lries to define novel quality metrics hy emulating the Human Visual Systeni. AI present. no novel nietrics really show significant perfomi.mces. 111 consequence. the I'SNR ' metric (deduced from MSE' mcirics) is often relained Moreover it is a well known nielric used in the st:u~lard coder evaluation.
The main drawback of the PSNK nielric is thal il does no1 take illto iiccount geometrical dislonions. As it consequence lhe nielric thal we have chosen is what we ;ire calling the PSNR in rlw rcrriiie domoin andnoted as: I'SNRfeZt. This metric is the classical PSNR when there is no projection and decorre1;iIion between lextures ;md motion. Thus for the case oiH264IAVC ohject coder we will keep the trndilional PSNR metric. For 1vr~velt3d, rm'droder and sprilc coders, our metric is a PSNRt,,zt computed between projecled lexlures and projected coded-decoded texlures. This metric is lhus invarianl wilh respect lo motion emn. Equivaleiilly to PSNRteZt, we define MSE in rlz texture dornnh which is noted as: MSEtmt.
By using PSNRt,,t (or equivalently MSEt,,t metric). we believe that the comparison betwecrt each coder will be Fairly nnd visually more realistic.
Kale-distnrtion optimimtion
Rate-dislortion oplimization lakes place after lhe generalion of ratedistortion curves for each objecl and each coder (note that the distortion metric used is the MSEt,,t). This implies that each object has been coded-decoded a1 different hit-ntes for each coder.
The rate-dislortion optimization objeclive is lo distribute bitrates among the different objects under a global constraint and to choose lhe best coder for each object.
Rate-distortion optimization can be written as the minimim tion of the distortion D under the constraint that rate R is below the global cooslraint R' (see equation 1). Its objective is to find the best set of points { p i , < , ; } belonging to the rate-distortion curves C. A poinl p,,,<,; defines the iih rale-distortion point on the ratedistortion CUNC @. , which has to be minimined over each wrves' points given X (iterations are performed in order lo obtain ii X whose value allows the global constraint n' to be reached):
EXPERIiVIENTAI, KBSUWS
Experinients of our video-object hased dynamic codinp scheme have been done on the following sequences: Forciirnnn (CIF 15Hz). and Thnhur Snrir.s6 (CIF 25Hz). The Foremm segmentation is pencrated from ii niilliual bheling of spatinl regions. Rate-distortion curves are given i n Figurcs 2 nnil 3.
When comparinp trdilionnl H2WAVC (i.e full frame) ;md our videa-ohject hnscd dynamic coding scheme for bil-r;ilc around lOOKb/s. results are better for the ohjecl approach in holh the lemis of the PSNRt,,< metric and the visu;d reconslructioii (see Figures  4 and 5) The bit~rate distribution of Table 1 . shows that in the Fore,nrm sequence. 81% of the total hit-rate is de,oled to the encodin; of the foreground object and only 13% lo the encoding of the background. The 6% remaining bitLrate is used for shape coding Thus. dynamic coding allows lo give more bit-rate to the objects that are not temporally stable i.e with strong luminosity wrialioii, abmpt or non rigid motion, and auto-occultation.
At very low bit-rates, our video-object based dynamic coding scheme can perform better than H264lAVC. However, at upper bit-rate (more lhm 250 Kbls for a CIF 15Hz sequencc), cain--s obtained by using an object approach are not strong enough lo conipensate obiect ovehead (shave. texture and descriotion overhead); €i2M/AcC is then better (ii termsof PSNRt& &an videoobject based dynamic coding. As an example, Table 2 gives a ratedistortion comparison where our dynamic scheme is not as good as H264lAVC. Nevertheless. results are visually similar.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a video-object based dynamic coding scheme which puts into competition four state-of-the-art coders: a model based coder (m3dcoder). a sprite coder, a 2D+t wavelet coder (waveler3d) and an object-baed H264/AVC coder. For that purpose anovel distortion metric has been defined (MSEteZt). which allows 10 generate rate-distortion NNes. After processing mtedistortion optimization, we assign a coder and a bit-rale to each video object.
The results obtained with our proposed video object dynamic coding are better than H264lAVC at very low bit-rate (around 100 Kbls for a CIF 15Hz sequence) and at low bit-mte (around 250 Kb/s for a CIF 15Hz sequence), results are visually similar.
Since dynamic coding is highly CPU consuming. an improvement would be to replace the time wmpulational consuming steps, i.e extraction of the mte-distortion curves and nte-distortion optimization, by a simple prediction step like in [ 141. 6The Thnbor Srnirs sequence is a lwnd film sequence recorded by a waking person. Lel's note !hat the scene conlent is "sid. and by H264lAVC non object (R=IOOKb/s PSNR=32.9). Bit-rate repanition is given in Table I . Note that the logo video object is not present but would cost less than 1KbIs. 
